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HEALTH CLUSTER PARTNERS AND HEALTH FACILITIES

4 UN Agencies
17 NGOs
16 INGOs
37 Reporting Partners
1,365 Health Facilities
226 Hospitals
461 Health Centers
678 Health Units

Number of Health Partner Providing Health Services

Governorate
Abyan
Aden
Ali Bayda
Ali Dhale'e
Ali Hudaydah
Ali Jawf
Ali Mahwit
Amran
Dhamar
Haddramaut
Hajjah
Ibb
Marib
Raymah
Shabwah
Sa'ada
Taizz
Sana'a
Socotra

Medical Services
Reproductive Health
Medical Support
Pharmaceuticals
Capacity Building
Operational Support

Medical
Reproductive Health
NCD
Child H
Services
Medical Support
Pharmaceuticals
Capacity Building
Operational Support

- More than 10 partners providing health services
- 6 - 10 partners providing health services
- 1 - 5 partners providing health services

Disclaimer: The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.